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The general conditions for the emigration of Europeans to the United States in the 19th
century (sources WIKIPEDIA)
Between 1840 and 1860 more than 4 million Europeans arrived in the United States. Most of
them come from Ireland, Germany or Great Britain. The French contingent represents only
153,000 people, or about 4% of this total.
However, certain population basins were more concerned than others by this emigration: this is
the case of the Haute-Saône, especially in its eastern part (Vosges Saonoises, sectors of Lure and
Héricourt). In some villages there was a ripple effect due to the departure of a family who could
give reassuring news of the conditions of the settlement; The attraction of the United States
could also be amplified by the stories of the veterans of the war of independence engaged in the
army of La Fayette who, from 1778 to 1783, came to the aid of the American insurgents. The
demobilization of the soldiers of the Napoleonic armies, the little consideration they received
from Louis XVIII and Charles X, prompted them to leave France.
The other root cause of these departures is the overpopulation of certain countries, even of
certain villages: the lack of land to cultivate, the poor harvests and the lack of prospects for
development, some families decide at the outset.
All these conditions are met in Rosières-sur-Mance ...
Rosières-sur-Mance in the years 1820-1830
In 1821, Rosières has 511 inhabitants, currently fifty ... The peak had been reached around 1800
with 564 inhabitants. For the period 1829-1832 that will interest us, I counted 12 families who
leave the village for the United States or about 20% in 3 years!
The general causes of departure are those cited above: in the following pages we shall see that
certain emigrants are elders of the war of independence or Napoleon's soldiers. The main cause
however remains the overpopulation and the impossibility of improving its situation. The
majority, with the exception of a few craftsmen, practice the profession of vine-grower, which
does not mean that it is their sole activity, but merely that which they regard as the principal. It
can therefore be considered that the living conditions must be very precarious in a territory with
a total area of about 500 ha, probably about 300 ha truly cultivable. Moreover, the prospects for
the vine are very difficult.

Add to this a character, Mr. Le Ray de Chaumont (nothing to do with the prefecture of HauteMarne), does everything to encourage settlement settlement on the shores of the St. Lawrence,
especially to give them financial terms satisfactory.
The migrants of Rosieres thus established themselves on these banks of the St. Lawrence,
Jefferson County, New York State, in a place called Lyme which they named, in 1832, Rosiere,
dragging with them some families of the neighboring villages: Saint-Marcel, Oigney, Bougey,
Arbecey, Betoncourt-sur-Mance, Pisseloup (Haute-Marne), Blondefontaine, Gourgeon ....
Conditions of travel

Port of Le Havre under restoration
The emigrants of the 1830s embarked on the voyage from Le Havre on board sailing ships. The
transatlantic vapors appeared only after 1850. These were ships carrying goods in the direction
of New York - Le Havre and Which, in order to optimize costs, transport migrants in the other
direction. The first difficulty for these is therefore to raise the necessary funds by selling house
and land, which forbids any hope of return.
The conditions of the crossing are harsh: first the passenger must plan his food, unless to buy it
at gold price on the ship. On board, dirt, promiscuity, and illness make this journey a terrible
ordeal; We must add the cohabitation with rough seamen to the manners of the soldiers. As for
the Rosières-Le Havre journey, the Paris-Basel railway line was only opened in 1858 ... The
journey could only be made in diligence or ox-cart, Shore of the St. Lawrence River from New
York.
I did not find any specific information about the conditions at Lyme, the condition of the land
and the first habitat.

Migrants from Rosières settle in Lyme in front of the Canadian city of
Kingston

Rosiere (former Lyme) is located at the end of Lake Ontario near the St. Lawrence River and the
islands that dot it (Thousand Islands Tourist Reserve).

Rosiere
Prior note: to avoid confusion in the text, the French village is always spelled "Rosières" while
the American village is spelled "Rosiere".
It is a question of tracing the adventure of Hauts-Saônois originating in the great majority of
Rosières-sur-Mance who emigrated to the United States in the 1830s.
These migrants settled in the state of New York, Jefferson County, on the Canadian border in a
place close to the town of Cape Vincent. In this area there was already a strong French influence
since the relatives of Napoleon I, including his brother Joseph, had settled there under the
Restoration. The St. Lawrence River separates this country from Canada.
All Catholic, the migrants undertake the construction of a church dedicated to Saint Vincent de
Paul. After their foundations, Monseigneur Jean Dubois, bishop of New-York, also of French
origin, presides over the ceremony of laying the foundation stone in the summer of 1832.
Previously, in a document in the form of a petition, the inhabitants of the region expose their will
to build a church near their dwellings. Noting that their village is not far from the Canadian city
of Kingston, on the opposite bank of the river, where a Catholic church already exists, but they
still do not have it, but they go to the market to sell their products. Mr. Le Ray, a wealthy and
influential man in the region and who is certainly the source of the settlement of the village, is
there to regulate the conditions of implantation and the financial problems.
The document ends with the requirement that the village of settlers formed by the dwellings of
which the church will occupy the center is called Rosiere, here is the text:
"The church can be ready next year and may be of an appropriate size not only for the present
but also for the future increase we hope.
His situation is well chosen. It is central to the current settlers, close to farms
............... ..
There we will found a village for merchants and workmen, and, like us, the first settlers, come
mostly from Rosiere, her name will be Rosiere.
Rosiere, February 1832.
Signed,
Huger Aubertin of Blonde Fontaine;
Toussaint Laurent, Simon and Nicolas Cornair,
Pierre Barthelemy, Nicolas Cocaigne, Jean
Branche, Nicolas Jacquet, Francois Chapron, all of
Rosiere;
Nicolas Chapron, Jean Billery of Aubercy;
Claude Barbien of Oignet;
Mareel Aubrey
Of Sembry;
Jacques Mentry and Pierre Brunot of St. Marcel.

It is necessary to restore the spelling of patronyms and names of villages deformed, even
Americanized:
(Cocaigne = Cocagne, Jacquet = Jacquot, Aubrey = Aubry, Mentry = Menetrier, Chapron =
Chaperon).
Rosiere = Rosières - Blonde Fontaine = Blondefontaine, Aubercy = Arbecey, Oignet = Oigney,
Sembry =?)
There were problems in transcribing the document because there were errors as to the place of
residence of the people: Marcel Aubry is from Saint-Marcel - which village would correspond to
Sembry? -, Pierre Brunot is not from Saint-Marcel but from Bougey, village non cite, Jean
Billerey is not from Arbecey but from Oigney.

histgeo.ac-aix-Marseille.fr/

The signatories of this text will then be joined by other settlers from either Rosières or
surrounding villages or from the east of Haute-Saone (Melisey, Faucogney region ...)
In 1898, the hamlet of Rosiere, encompassed in the town of Cape Vincent is described (elements
borrowed from the book "history of Cape Vincent"
Rosière is a hamlet of a hundred inhabitants encompassed in the central part of the town of Cape
Vincent. The settler farms averaged 25 acres (about 1 ha) and the farmers practiced market
gardening. The women of these robust farmers also accompanied their husbands to the markets
and carried a bathtub (sic) filled with vegetables that were sold or exchanged. Part of this trade
was on the market of the Canadian city of Kingston, on the opposite bank of the St. Lawrence
River, which had to be forded. Through persistent efforts, many of these settlers have become
self-sufficient and have operated large farms. Their descendants, the present occupants of the old
farms, are also economical and energetic, and have made a profitable good use of the land left by
their ancestors. However, the small village did not extend well beyond its original territory.
Since its origins, it includes a sawmill and grain mill, a hotel, one or two shops as well as the
district school and the Roman Catholic church.
The Saint-Vincent-de-Paul de Rosiere church was founded in 1832 by French settlers with the
assistance and financial assistance of Mr. Le Ray who donated 100 acres of land. The parish was
organized at the same time and consisted of twenty families. But this church, which had become
insufficient, was replaced by the present church of Rosiere in 1879.

ROSIERE NY : church built in 1832 and indication ot its location – new church built in
1879.ROSIERES-SUR-MANCE church built in 1773 – Place of “Fontaine Ronde” cemetery

NICOLAS COCAGNE and MARGUERITE PORCHEROT of Rosières-sur-Mance
Nicolas (Nicholas) was born in July 1779 in Rosières-sur-Mance and was the son of Joseph
(1759-1817), a laborer, and Jeanne Claude Caffet (1757-1834). He married on 5 January 1811
with Marguerite Porcherot de Rosières as well.
He landed in New York on April 25, 1831, accompanied by his wife and children: Charles Noël,
15 years old, Nicolas 12, Jean Baptiste 10, Claude 6, Charles Auguste 4, Appoline 2; A daughter
was born in Rosiere NY in 1831.
Jean Baptiste, Reverend of the Methodist Church, died at sea between New York and Le Havre
in 1856 (see text below).
A few years later, in 1839, Nicolas built his house near Rosiere, now a hamlet dependent on
Cape Vincent. This house, which has remained in its original state, except for the addition of a
wooden porch,that does not respect the original architecture, was listed on the National Register
of Historic Places on September 27, 1985.

A newspaper article dating from 1946:
Nicholas Cocagne was one of the first Frenchmen, settlers from the old Rosiere in France more
than a century ago who settled in what is now the town of Cape Vincent, but which was part of
the city Of Lyme before April 10, 1849. Despite the fact that there are several descendants of
Nicholas Cocagne in the county of Jefferson, Claude F. Cocagne and Miss Mae H. Cocagne, in
this town, Clyde Cocagne and RH Cocagne, Evans Mills, the history of the family is little known.
About 116 years ago, Nicholas Cocagne left his native France to seek fortune in Jefferson

County on a date that is not known, but on July 13, 1831, he bought from Vincent LeRay 102.98
acres of land adjoining The Place Mile in the town of Cape Vincent,
Less than two miles from the village of Cape Vincent near the Cape Vincent railway, which is
now the highway between Watertown and this village.
On this ground, he apparently lost little time to build his small and modest limestone house
mined near bv. It is located in the corner formed by the highway and Hell Street, which swings to
the north-east parallel to the St. Lawrence River, along a road going south-east beyond the
hamlet of Rosiere.
But Nicholas Cocagne did not stay long in the House, he and his wife Marguerite sold it with the
102.98 acres of land on October 24, 1848, to their son, Nicholas Cocagne, jr., For a sum of $
500. .
After this transaction Nicholas Cocagne senior comes to live in the city of Leray and is followed
a few years later by his son who dies there on February 15, 1888.
The successors of the latter are his widow, Catherine E. Cocagne and her children ::
Anna P. Dezengremel, Nicholas J. Cocagne, Catharine E. Panchau, Nellie A. Drake, Charles N.
Cocagne, R. Carrie W. Emond of the town of Leray; Amelia A. Ruso, Frankfort;
Frank N. Cocagne, Croghan; Anna L. J. Rrown, Antwerp; Louise C. Meeker.
The record shows that Nicholas and Catherine Cocagne sold the stone house and 102.98 acres
to Allen Wilson of the town of Cape Vincent on March 9, 1868. Mr. Wilson was a son of John G.
Wilson, a native of New York And fighter of the American Revolution, who settled in the city of
Cape Vincent in 1856.
On April 6, 1905, Mr. Wilson sold the farm and the stone house to Joseph and Emma Favret and
after the death of Mr. Favret, a farmer from Cape Vincent, she returned to his widow, Mrs.
Emma Favret, the current owner , Since July 6, 1931. It is currently operated by Charles and
Ernest Bourcy, who occupy the property.
The house was completed by a wooden front porch not conforming to the original architecture.
Note: 102.98 acres equivalent to 4.16 hectares.
Translation of a text concerning Jean Baptiste Cocagne, son of Nicolas and Marguerite
Porcherot:
Jean-Baptiste COCAGNE, Methodist Episcopal Minister, was born in Rosières, France, on
October 1, 1821. He received a very advanced Catholic formation; He emigrated with his
parents to Cape Vincent, Jefferson County, N.Y., in 1831, where he was apprenticed to a
Protestant family, with whom he practiced religion. After engaging with the Methodists and
graduating for four years in Governor and Fairfield Seminars, he entered the Black River
Conference in 1846. In 1851 he was assigned to the mission French in New York City; In 1852
he was transferred to the Michigan Conference to take charge of the French mission in Detroit,
and in 1856 he found the Black River conference. He took the steamboat "Lyonnaise" on 1

November 1856 in order to make a visit to his native land. The boat, was destroyed on the next
Sabbath, and Mr. Cocagne was drowned. M. Cocagne was kind, frank, generous, and ardent.

The sinking of the "Lyonnais" on 2 November 1856.

Siméon CORNAIRE and Françoise ETIENNE of Rosières-sur-Mance
Simeon was born on 27 April 1788 in Rosières-sur-Mance, son of Nicolas Cornaire and Barbe
Mille. He exercises the profession of cultivator (laborer in deeds).
He landed in New York on April 25, 1831, with the family Nicolas Cocagne, accompanied by
his wife, Françoise Etienne, whom he married on October 22, 1812, and his children: Marcel,
born in 1814 in Rosières, Anne born in 1816, Jean Claude born in 1822, Françoise born in 1824,
Marguerite born 1826, Euphrasia 1828-1882 married to Rosiere USA with François VAUTHRIN
1822-1883, François born in 1830. (see descendants in appendix) .Simeon died in 1862 in
Rosiere,
"Simeon Cornaire, of Rosiere, France, came to Cape Vincent in 1830 and died here in 1862,
aged 74 years. He married Frances Akean of France, of whom he had children: Ann, Jenette,
Frances, Margaret, Eupazie, Frank, Claude and Marcelle. This one was born in France and came
to Cape Vincent with his father, and was here engaged in the grocery store for many years. He
marries Frances, daughter of John B. Simard, of France and their children are Annette, John P.,
Frank, Mary M., Emily, and Marshall S. They reside in this city at the age of 74 and His wife at
the age of 68. Marshall S. Cornaire is a merchant at Cape Vincent »

His wife Françoise died in 1870.
"FRANCOISE ETIENNE, wife of Siméon CORNAIRE born in Rosière-sur-Mance France died
on 1 February 1870" (cemetery Old Saint-Vincent de Paul, Rosiere).

Nicolas CORNAIRE and Elisabeth DEMONGEOT of Rosières-sur-Mance
Nicolas Cornaire is the brother of Siméon. He was born November 12, 1780, married in 1807 to
Elisabeth DEMONGEOT born in Rosières on December 14, 1783.
Their children get married in the United States :
Marguerite born in 1809 married Jean Baptiste BRUNOT from Bougey.
Jean Baptiste (John) born in 1812 marries Marguerite AUBERTIN from Blondefontaine. (see
details below)
Nicolas born in 1822 married Françoise VAUTHRIN born in Rosiere NY (Pierre Vauthrin de
Rosières family).
Elisabeth, born in 1826, married Xavier Swallia, a Canadian from Quebec.( see details below)

Jean Baptiste CORNAIRE of Rosières-sur-Mance
Jean Baptiste (John in the USA) was born in 1812 in Rosières-sur-Mance. He also arrived in
1831 with his first cousin Simeon. He is then bachelor, son of Nicolas and Elisabeth Demongeot.
At Rosiere, he married Marguerite Aubertin, whose parents are from Blondefontaine.
The couple will have five children: John Cornet (1844 - 1910), Anastasia Cornaire Bourcy
(1847-1928), Frank Corpus (1849-1917), James Corian (1851 - to USA.
John Cornaire, of Rosiere, France, came to Cape Vincent in 1831 and resides here at the age of
76 years. He married Margaret, daughter of Euger and Margaret (Grevet). Aubertine and her
children are John N., Harriet, Lestesia A., Frank, James, Julius S. and Louis. The latter, a native
of Cape Vincent, marries Belle, daughter of Hiram H. and Chestina (Huntley) Herrick, of Lyme

and they have two children, George and Jasper. He is a farmer and cheese maker and lives on
Highway 25 in this city. John N. Corian, eldest son of John, wife Paulina, daughter of Victor and
Julia M. (Valdenaire) Gilbert, native of France, and their children are Julia M. and Ernest J. The
first frame barn in this part of the City Were built by a Van Hooser, on the farm now occupied by
Mr. Corian, and in which the Methodists held their first meetings.

grave of John Cornaire and Margaret Aubertin (e) Photo : Rick Lawrence

Elisabeth CORNAIRE of Rosières-sur-Mance
Elizabeth, born in 1826, is the sister of the former. What is certain is that she married a Quebec
Canadian, Xavier Swallia, and that she died in Rosiere United States in 1876. This Xavier
remarries after this death with Sarah Cornaire who is to be the younger sister of Elizabeth It
seems that Sarah was born in the United States. Xavier died in 1900.

Pierre BARTHELEMY and Siméone DEMONGEOT of Rosières-sur-Mance
Pierre was born on 1 June 1792 in Saint-Marcel, he married Siméone Demongeot on 28
November 1827, this one was born on 12 January 1795 in Rosières-sur-Mance. A veteran of the
Napoleonic wars, he participated in the Battle of Waterloo.
The couple then lived in Rosières-sur-Mance, where Pierre worked as a winegrower.
In 1830/31 the couple, accompanied by their son Joseph, born September 30, 1829, emigrated to
the USA and was one of the pioneers of the village of Rosiere.
Pierre died around 1877 in Rosiere.
Their son Joseph marries Marguerite Cornaire daughter of Siméon and Françoise Etienne.
They will have four children: Emily (1856-1890), Peter (1858-1930), Margaret (1859-1941),
Frank (1862-1928)
"Frank Bartholomew, one of the most respected residents of Cape Vincent, died at his home in
the southeast of the village on Wednesday morning. Mr.
Bartholomew had been in poor health for some years. Mr. Bartholomew, aged 64, was born in
the house where he died, son of Joseph and Margaret (Cornet) Bartholomew. His grandfather,

Pierre Barthelemy, a native of France, served in the battle of Waterloo under Napoleon. He came
to this country and moved to Watertown. Mr. Bartholomew had followed
All his life, he was a quiet man, unpretentious, and highly esteemed by a great circle of
acquaintances. He was a conscientious Christian, and as long as his health permitted, he attended
services at the Rosiere Catholic Church, of which he was a devout member. He is survived by
one brother, Peter, and one sister, Miss Harriet and two nieces. "

Toussaint LAURENT and Françoise MILLE of Rosières-sur-Mance
Toussaint was born on 14 September 1795 in Rosières-sur-Mance, Françoise was born on 26
February 1798 in Rosières-sur-Mance, they married on 1 March 1824.
Two children were born in Rosières-sur-Mance: Nicolas born on October 30, 1824, Jean born on
October 14 1825 and died at the age of one. Another child, Marcel (Marshal), of Françoise Mille
was born on August 29, 1819 and will be recognized as son by Toussaint during their marriage in
1824.
The family landed in New York on November 20, 1829. It was the second family from Rosièressur-Mance who settled in Rosiere, just after the Branche family..
Two girls are born in the United States: Mary Etta who marries John Favret and Margaret who
marries Philip Kirkner.
Toussaint (Americanized name Tusent LAWRENCE) died on May 12, 1861 in Rosiere,
Françoise (Frances LAWRENCE) died on March 27, 1883.

Monument representing Joan of Arc at the Rosières cemetery. It was erected at the
request of Agnes Doctor, wife of Joseph N Lawrence, himself great-grandson of
Toussaint Laurent / Françoise Mille and Claude Favret / Thérèse Hérard.
The monument is in honor of Michael Clarence Doctor, who died in action during the
First World War on August 27, 1918 in France.
Right: detail of the inscription
Rick Lawrence Photos
Other members of the Laurent family also emigrate to the United States:
- Toussaint's sister, named Rose, also residing in Rosières-sur-Mance, arrived in New York on
October 31, 1853: aged 59, she was widowed by Pierre César, died in 1830. She was
accompanied by her son Alexis (Alexandre) César, of his daughter-in-law, wife of Alexis,
Eugénie Gauthier from Saint-Marcel.
- Théophile Laurent, Toussaint's nephew, son of his brother Claude, arrives with them.
Theophile's descendants will keep the French patronymic, Laurent.
These families settle in Assumption, Christian County, Illinois

Claude PETIT and Anne MASSE of Rosières-sur-Mance
Claude PETIT was born on 30 October 1780 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died on 6 October 1869
at Rosiere Cape Vincent, at the age of 88 years. He married on 3 Jan. 1816 in Rosières-surMance with Anne MASSE. Anne was born on 28 April 1790 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died on
12 May 1870 at Rosiere Cape Vincent at the age of 80 years. It is the granddaughter of the
couple François CORNAIRE - Anne LACORDAIRE, direct ancestors.

Claude Petit and his wife, Anne, donated one of the original stained glass windows of the SaintVincent de Paul de Rosiere church rebuilt in 1879 and still in position in the bell tower. Other
stained glass windows replaced most of the original building in 1929.
Claude PETIT, on the other hand, was not one of the signatories to the manifesto of 1832; The
arrival of the family is June 5, 1832

Siméon GAUGIEN and Jeanne Baptiste THERIAT of Rosières-sur-Mance
The name GAUGIEN was anglicized in GOSIER
Siméon Jr GAUGIEN was born on 6 December 1794 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died on 5
January 1865 in Rosiere Cape Vincent. He practiced the profession of wine-grower in Rosière,
he married Jeanne Baptiste THERIAT in Chauvirey-le-Chatel on January 28, 1817: this one is
native of MOREY. He arrived at Rosiere in 1832.
He is the son of Siméon GAUGIEN Simon Sr., born in 1761 in LECOURT (France, department
of Haute-Marne) who served as a sergeant of artillery in the service of the Marquis of La Fayette
during the American Revolution. He then returned to France and married Laurence HUDELLE
in Rosières-sur-Mance in 1788. Siméon Gaugien Sr (born about 1761, died 13 May 1813 in
France) was married on 29 January 1788 to Mrs. Laurence Udelle in Rosières-sur-Mance,
France. He would have been artillery sergeant Marquis de La Fayette during the American
Revolution. He established the hometown of our families in New York, near Cape Vincent,
called Rosiere NY.
Sergeant Gaugien returned to France and was buried in Rosieres-sur-Mance, France in 1813.

left: stele by Simeon Gaugien Jr
right: stained glass window in St Vincent de Paul church - gift from Charles André
Gosier and his wife Genevieve Branche
Photos Marsha Lawrence Koumbadinga

Pierre VAUTHRIN and Françoise TESTEVUIDE of Rosières-sur-Mance
The date of departure of this family is not exactly known: it seems that they emigrated after 1832
since the signature of Peter is not at the bottom of the manifesto for the construction of the
church of Rosiere.
Pierre was born on July 28, 1811 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died on April 6, 1870 in Rosiere at
the age of 58, he practices as a farmer in France and in the United States)..
Françoise was born on 23 November 1799 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died after 1865 in Rosiere.
They emigrate accompanied by the two children born of Françoise's first marriage to Jean
PERNEY: Marcel (Marshall in the USA), born on October 30, 1823 in Rosières-sur-Mance and
died in 1901 in Rosiere at the age of 78 and Jean Baptiste (John B. in the USA), born 31 May
1828 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died in 1900 in Rosiere at the age of 72 years.
Joseph son of Pierre and Françoise was born in the United States in 1835, he died on March 14,
1896.
At the 1855 census, Pierre VAUTHRIN's family at Rosiere Cape Vincent was Pierre (Peter),
Françoise (Francis) his wife, Joseph the son and finally Nicolas CALLET, 79, presented as
"father in law" Father: after the death of Augustin TESTEVUIDE father of Françoise, Anne

VEZAIN mother remarried with Nicolas CALLET born on 22 March 1776 in Rosières-surMance. So this brings us to register another couple emigrated to the United States:

Nicolas CALLET and Anne VEZAIN of Rosières-sur-Mance
Jean Claude VAUTHRIN and Gabrielle TESTEVUIDE of Rosières-surMance
Jean Claude was born on January 30, 1795 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died on September 29,
1870 in Rosiere at the age of 75 years. He is the son of Claude and Marie MIET.
Gabrielle was born on 10 March 1795 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died on 12 February 1872 in
Rosiere at the age of 76 years. She is the daughter of Augustine and Anne Vezain, and the sister
of Francoise.
Jean Claude is a winemaker in Rosières.
The couple landed in New York in June 1832 with his three children: Jean Baptiste (John), ....

The tombs of Gabrielle and Jean Claude in Rosiere.

Jean BRANCHE and Marguerite JACQUOT of Rosières-sur-Mance
Jean is the first arrival of Rosières-sur-Mance at Lyme which will become Rosiere. His arrival
dates from 1829: is he also the one who aroused the departure of other families in 1830 and
1831?
He was born in 1787 in Rosières-sur-Mance and married in 1809 to Rosières Marguerite
JACQUOT. The couple had seven children: Siméon was born in 1811 in Fresnes-sur-Apance
(Haute-Marne), the others were born in Rosières: Antoine in 1813, Marguerite in 1816, Marie in
1818, Jean in 1821, Louis Hugues in 1826, Genevieve in 1828.
The American descendants of three of the children could be identified: Siméon, married Anne
BOURCY de Rosiere and native of Moncourt, Lorraine, France, Marie with Jérome Euger

AUBERTIN de Rosiere and native of Blondefontaine, Geneviève married Charles André
Gaugien GAUGIEN de Rosiere and native of Rosières

Branche’s home and certificate of naturalization of Jean Branche (May 16, 1832)
Jean (John first name Americanized) leaves Rosiere in 1857 for the state of Illinois but his wife
and his three children mentioned above remain in Rosiere. He died at the age of 85.
A street in Cape Vincent bears the name of the BRANCHE family (Branch Road).
The son Siméon owns two farms in Rosière around 1860.

Nicolas JACQUOT and Béline MALLARD of Rosières-sur-Mance
Nicolas JACQUOT was born on 11 July 1798 in Rosières-sur-Mance and died in Greenville, in
the state of Wisconsin.
He was married on 16 February 1819 in Rosières-sur-Mance with Béline
MALLARD de Rosières, born on 3 November 1797 - Rosières-surMance and died in April 1869 in Greenville.
The couple emigrated to the United States in Rosière before 1832
accompanied by their children Jean and Mélanie and, around 1849, left
Rosiere and settled in Greenville, Wisconsin. Another child, Louis, born
in Rosiere in 1839, participated in the War of Secession at the 47th
Wisconsin Infantry Regiment. His biography is contained in the history
of the pioneers of Outagamie Country.

Jean BILLEREY and Anne RENAUDOT (first marriage Elisabeth
CHEVALLOT) living in Rosières-sur-Mance.
Jean Billerey was born on 31 December 1790 in Oigney. He married in 1813 with Elizabeth
Chevallot de Rosières. He then worked as a laborer (laborer). Two daughters were born at
Rosieres: Françoise (1814) and Anne-Claude (1815), the latter dies in 1818 at Oigney. His wife
died in 1828 and Jean remarried with Anne Renaudot de Rosières.
He landed in New York on April 15, 1831 and settled in Lyme, future Rosiere.
In 1850 he resides in Rosiere.
He was naturalized American citizen in 1843.

John Billerey being duly sworn before [Daniel Lee] Peleg Burchard, Esq., Clerk of the Court of
Common Pleas, of said county, saith that he was born in the Department Hosonnes in France
that he is of the age of Forty Seven years; that he owes allegiance to the King of France that he
emigrated from Haven de Grace in France to the town of City of New York in the State of New
York, on or about the 15th day of April 1831 that he is now residing in the town of Lyme in the
State of New York, where he has settled and is intending to reside; and that it is bona fide the
intention of this Deponent to become a Citizen of the United States, and to renounce forever all
allegiance and fidelity to any and every foreign power, potentate, state and sovereignty whatever,
and particularly to the King of France.
Jean Billerey

The CHAPERON Brothers (CHAPRON)
Claude "François" CHAPRON and Rosalie PERROT from Rosières-surMance.
Augustin CHAPRON and Marie BOURGEOIS from Arbecey.
CHAPRON emigrated to Rosiere in 1830/31.
François was born in Arbecey on September 30, 1801, son of Claude Antoine CHAPERON
(1756-1835) and Agnès VUILLEMOT (1764-1836), a native of Gevigney.
François married Rosalie PERROT of Rosières-sur-Mance, the marriage took place in the United
States (no trace of their marriage in France).
The couple Augustin / Marie resides in Arbecey where Auguste exercises the profession of
weaver.
Augustin was born on 24 April 1798 and married Marie Bourgeois d'Arbecey also on 31 May
1824.
The two couples emigrated to Rosiere in 1831. But they quickly left the state of New York since
they are found in Chicago in Illinois where Auguste and François practice the profession of
horticulturist: they are present in the repertory of the traders / Artisans of Chicago in 1839.
I did not find any children of François / Rosalie, but Augustin / Marie emigrated with their four
children: Jean Baptiste born in 1826, twins Léon François and Florentin Joseph born on August
5, 1828, and François Benjamin (1830) .
I found only the traces of the two twins who participated in the war of secession and whose grave
is in Minnesota (Ramsey County) (JOS.F = Florentin Joseph, Léon François = Francis L).

Joseph served in Company 6th Minnesota Infanty during the Civil

Note: the document of 1832 refers to François Chapron de Rosières and Nicolas Chapron
d'Arbecey. There is no trace of Nicolas in the acts in France, Augustine not being quoted, the
only explanation that I can bring at this stage would be a mistake of transcription of the first
name of the original document, or a usual first name which would not be the first name of the
civil status.
Complement: a translation from an encyclopedia of Chicago (Early Chicago Encyclopedia):
Chapron Francis alias Chapron François with his wife Rosalia, immigrants from France to New
York in 1833; Arrived by lake boat to Chicago in 1835 and within a week moved to Grosse
Pointe intending to operate a farm, becoming friends of the Ouilmette family; He returned to
Chicago in 1836, residing at Van Buren and Canal Streets; Their children were Eugenie,
Celestine, Zoe and Vincent; 1839 Directory of the city: jardinier, West Water Street, N end; In
1841 he bought land and moved to Elston Avenue and Division Street, where François died
several years later. Rosalia continued her horticulture business.

Marcel AUBRY of Saint-Marcel
.
Marcel AUBRY was born in Saint-Marcel on 20 September 1776, son of Claude AUBRY and
Louise ECHILLEY. He was a veteran of the Napoleonic Army, who arrived at the 87th
Regiment of the Line on the 21st Brumaire Year X (November 12th, 1801) and was stripped of
the officers of the Army on October 22, 1806. No doubt he then returned to Saint-Marcel, But I
have not found any trace of possible marriage: It is found in Rosiere USA, as signatory of the
manifesto for the construction of the church Saint Vincent de Paul.

Pierre BRUNOT and Françoise POUTRET of Bougey
No genealogical link could be established.
Pierre Brunot was born in Bougey on 23 March 1783 son of Claude Brunot and Anne Clerc. He
married Jeanne Baptiste POUTRET (known as Françoise) on November 18, 1807. He landed in
New York on June 10, 1831 with the FAVRET family, also from Bougey, and joined the Rosiere
settlers.

Jacques MENETRIER (Jacob MENTRY) and Barbe GUILLAUME of SaintMarcel
Jacques (Americanized Jacob Mentry) was born on July 29, 1790 in Saint-Marcel and died on
November 2, 1872 - Rosiere Cape Vincent at the age of 82 years. Before his emigration, he
practiced the profession of day laborer (agricultural worker) in Saint-Marcel. Barbe was born on
21 February 1792 in Saint-Marcel and died on 27 July 1875 at Rosiere Cape Vincent.

« Barbe G Menetrier born St.Marcel, Haute Saone, France
died July 27, 1875 aged 85 yrs, 5mo, 5 days ».

“Jacop Mentry died Dec. 2 1872”
Sébastien VAUTHRIN and Charlotte POTHIER of Pisseloup (52)
Sébastien is not a member of the VAUTHRIN families of Rosières-sur-Mance. He was born in

PISSELOUP (Haute-Marne) on 20 February 1783 and married Charlotte POTHIER on 23
November 1812 in Vitrey-sur-Mance. This one was born in Vitrey the 31 of May of 1787.
Until his emigration to Rosieres, after 1832, he practiced the profession of farrier.
François son of Sébastien and Charlotte, wife, of Rosiere, Euphrasie CORNAIRE daughter of
Siméon and Françoise ETIENNE
"Francis Vautrin, an old and respected citizen of Rosiere, died at his residence last Sunday
morning. His health had been very poor for a long time. "
Francis Vautrin, an elderly and respected citizen of Rosiere, died Sunday morning in his
residence. His health was very bad for a long time »

Euger AUBERTIN and Anne "Marguerite" GRIVET of Blondefontaine
Euger born about 1785 and Marguerite born about 1783, both at Blondefontaine, married on
August 1, 1805 in this same village. Euger is a winegrower. They are among the first to arrive in
Rosiere: Euger is one of the signatories of the document of 1832.
They arrive with their eight children, but I find only five of them:
- François (1811-1891) who married Frances JOHNLEY
- Jérôme (1812-1890) who married Mary BRANCHE (daughter of Jean)
- Augustin (1821-1890) who married Mary LAWYER
- Marguerite (1822-1903) who marries Jean Baptiste CORNAIRE (son of Nicolas)
- Anasthasia (1825-) who married Justin PELTIER
A daughter was born in the United States: Josephine (1838-1877)

At Rosiere, the tomb of Augustine and Mary LAWYER

François Augustin MUSSOT of Blondefontaine and Thérèse MONTAGNE of
Champlitte.
Established in Rosiere in 1852, François Augustin MUSSOT (Augustus) is the last of the
migrants from the region of Rosières-sur-Mance. He married there around 1856 Thérèse
Montagne born in Champlitte, village of Haute-Saône, away from the area we are studying.
Among the couple's children are: Augustus born in 1857 who married Mary Doctor, John born in
1861 who married Julia Lawrence, Amélia born in 1863 who married Michael Reff.

Jean Baptiste SIMARD and Agnès MONNETTE of Pisseloup (department of
Haute-Marne)
Jean Baptiste and Agnes married on 28 April 1819 in Pisseloup where Jean Baptiste exercised
the profession of cooper.
The couple emigrated to the United States in 1832 in Rosiere. He joined the first arrivals of
Rosières-sur-Mance, who arrived in 1831. A passport was issued on April 7, 1832, to enable him
to travel to the United States, accompanied by his wife, mother-in-law Jeanne, His 3 children :
- Françoise born on 7 April 1822 and who married Marcel Cornaire son of Simeon and Françoise
Etienne in the United States.
- Catherine born on 9 March 1828
- Pierre Antoine (Peter) born on 2 August 1829, died on 2 January 1818 in Rosiere Cape Vincent
married Catherine GRANDJEAN native of Etobon (Haute-Saône).

The grave of Peter A SIMARD (Pierre Antoine SIMARD) St. Vincent de Paul cemetery (Rosiere
Cape Vincent).

Claude Favret and Thérèse Hérard of Bougey
Claude was born on 11 December 1798 in Bougey, Thérèse on 27 September 1796. They
emigrated to Rosiere in 1831 with their four children: François born in 1824, Jean Baptiste (John
B) born in 1827, Joseph born in 1828 and Virginie born in 1830.
Jean Baptiste marries a daughter of Toussaint LAURENT: Mary Etta LAWRENCE. Virginie
marries a son of Toussaint LAURENT: Nicholas LAWRENCE.

The grave of Thérèse Hérard cemetery old St Vincent-de-Paul Rosiere

The EDUS family of Gourgeon
Simon Godfroy (Pierre/Peter) EDUS (1787-1871) is a winemaker in Gourgeon. Married first to
Elisabeth GARNIER who died in 1814, he married in 1814, Anne LHUILLIER. Son Etienne
arrived in New York in July 1831 and settled in Rosiere. He was followed in June 1833 by the
couple Simon (Peter) and Anne as well as the other four children: Joseph, Marguerite, François,
Pierre. Marguerite, who was in the service of James Le Ray during his childhood, then married
Francis Bourcy One of the little children, Xavier, married Geneviève VAUTHRIN.

Nicolas MALLARD of Rosières-sur-Mance
Brother of Béline Mallard, he was born on June 21, 1794. Arrived in New York on April 25,
1831; he settled in Jefferson County: he died in Cape Vincent between 1874 and 1884. Single
when he arrived, there is no trace of a possible marriage in the United States; therefore no
descendants are known to him.

Augustin LALLEMAND of Rosières-sur-Mance
Born April 20, 1826, he emigrated only in 1852. He marries Estelle X? circa 1855. He
was present in Cape Vincent in 1880 and 1900. This couple does not seem to have had
any descendants.

Later migrations:

Edouard (Edward) COCAGNE and Marie COCAGNE
Genealogical relationship: common ancestors: with Marie COCAGNE: the couples "Noël
COCAGNE - Toussaine TISSERAND" and "Nicolas MILLE - Claudine HUGUENIN" are
common ancestors.
Edouard is the son of Jean COCAGNE born in Rosières-sur-Mance and Françoise GILLOT born
in Neuvelle-lés-Voisey (Haute-Marne).
Marie, daughter of Claude COCAGNE born in Rosières and Jeanne Françoise GRATTEPILLET
born in Chauvirey-le-Châtel, was born on 28 September 1825 in Rosières-sur-Mance.
Edouard was born on 16 September 1825 in Rosières-sur-Mance. He practices there the
profession of winegrower.
The couple emigrated in 1855 (and not 1854 as indicated on the tomb) to the United States
immediately after their marriage which takes place on 6 June 1855 in Rosières-sur-Mance.
Their location is at ASSUMPTION in Illinois where Edward is farmer (farmer)
Marie died in 1860 at the age of 35 years of a stunning tuberculosis. The couple had a daughter
Mary, who became a nun at the Mary-of-the-Woods congregation of the Sisters of Providence.
After the death of Marie, Edouard remarries with Virginie BURGEOIS.
At the census of 1880, 2 girls live with the couple: Selena 18 years and Seraphim 12 years.
Thanks to a descendant of Séraphin (Edward COCAGNE), I have the complete descendants of
Edouard Cocagne and his brother Isidore. (See geneanet tree).
The brother-in-law of Edward COCAGNE, Marie Antoine ROY, filed the same day as he
requested a passport. Marie Antoine ROY was born in 1833 in Chauvirey-le-Vieil, married
Clarice COCAGNE, sister of Marie, in 1853. They left in the United States accompanied by their
two daughters: Marie-Louise born in 1854 and Anne Mathilde born in 1855.
=================================================================

THE SOURCES
1) The starting point: oral sources.

Michel DUBOIS reminded me that migrants of the 1830s coming from Rosières-sur-Mance had
founded in the United States a village called ROSIERE. He had himself been sensitized to this
fact by Marie-Claude GENOVESE, who lives in the United States and is the daughter of Nelly
Chevalot, a native of Saint-Marcel.
2) Written sources:
A) Twenty years ago, American students had undertaken a thesis on migrants from the Rosièressur-Mance region to the United States. They visited southern Champagne and the North-West
Franche-Comté, and were struck by the architectural resemblances of the houses to those of the
Cape Vincent region of New York on the shores of the St. Lawrence. This study was the subject
of the publication of a long article in the EST REPUBLICAIN, some twenty years ago. I did not
keep that section.
B) The work of Didier DESNOUVEAUX and Lionel FONTAINE published in 2011:
"Keskidees émigrés bassignots et comtois in the United States from 1830 to 1870" which devotes
a chapter to ROSIERES-sur-MANCE / ROSIERE. It was my starting point for the search for
families.
C) Articles of American newspapers that were handed to me by Guy EDUS author of the
genealogy EDUS (on geneanet). I have not yet fully exploited these interesting articles on the
situation of families before and after their departure on the conditions of the journey to the
United States.
3) Internet sources
A) The main genealogical tool in the United States:
ANCESTRY:
https://www.ancestry.com.au/genealogy
FAMILYSEARCH :
https://www.familysearch.org/search/

B) The French genealogical tool used:
http://www.geneanet.org/
C) The site for the examination of the Haut-Saônes archives:
http://www.servancnaute.fr/actes3/
D) The archives of the Haute-Saône online:
http://archives.haute-saone.fr/archive/recherche/etatcivil2
E) The archives of Haute-Marne online:
http://archives.haute-marne.fr/archives/

(F) the site for the counting of Haut-Marnais archives
http://www.actes52.fr
G) the counting of Arbecey (and Semmadon) acts by Jean LORRAIN:
http://jean.lorrain.free.fr/villages/rfran/d70/arb/releves.htm
(H) The United States Cemeteries Memorial Site:
https://www.findagrave.com
I) Childs' Gazetter of Jefferson County, Town of Cape Vincent
Contains interesting elements about the migrant families settled in Rosiere.
http://jefferson.nygenweb.net/childcap.htm
(J) Population censuses of the State of New York consulted on:
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~aliecor/1855_NYS_census/1855_CA/
K) the history of the Cocagne family in the United States:
http://e-familyhistory.com/content/COCAGNE_ANNEX-Nellie.htm
L) the history of the family Branch in the United States: (A website devoted to the Branch family
history)
http://branchefamily.org/
M) Chronicles concerning the creation of Rosiere, Jefferson County, USA:
http://www.watertowndailytimes.com/article/20070722/COL03/116571556/
N) the historic homes of Cape Vincent (including Nicolas Cocagne's house)
http://www.newyorkupstate.com/northernny/2016/04/tour_of_cape_vincent_11_historic_places_in_thousand_islands_town_photos.html#2

